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$Beavis NFT GAME

Where you can play for free without additional fees.

The game is available online, as well as for Android and iPhone. In 

the game, you will need to complete various difficult levels to collect 
more $Beavis tokens as a character and become the best among 

other players. The top 100 players will receive a reward. You need to 
buy nft to get access to the game.

WHAT IS NFT?

An NFT is a digital asset that can come in the form of art, music, 
in-game items, videos, and more. They are bought and sold online, 
frequently with cryptocurrency, and they are generally encoded 
with the same underlying software as many cryptos. Although 

they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are gaining notoriety now 
because they are becoming an increasingly popular way to buy and 
sell digital artwork. The market for NFTs was worth a staggering 
$41 billion in 2021 alone, an amount that is approaching the total 

value of the entire global fine art market



How Is an NFT Different


from Cryptocurrency?

NFT stands for non-fungible token. It’s generally built using the 
same kind of programming as cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin or 

Ethereum, but that’s where the similarity ends.



Physical money and cryptocurrencies are “fungible,” meaning they 
can be traded or exchanged for one another. They’re also equal in 

value—one dollar is always worth another dollar; one Bitcoin is 
always equal to another Bitcoin. Crypto’s fungibility makes it a 
trusted means of conducting transactions on the blockchain.



NFTs are different. Each has a digital signature that makes it 
impossible for NFTs to be exchanged for or equal to one another 
(hence, non-fungible). One NBA Top Shot clip, for example, is not 
equal to EVERYDAYS simply because they’re both NFTs. (One NBA 
Top Shot clip isn’t even necessarily equal to another NBA Top Shot 

clip, for that matter.)



Best Crypto Exchanges 2022

We've combed through the leading exchange offerings, and reams of 

data, to determine the best crypto exchanges.
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PLAY TO EARN Mechanics

$BEAVIS TOKEN

Beavis NFT holders can earn in-game tokens called $BEAVIS.



COMPETITION MODE

The top 100 players will receive various prizes. GAME REWARDS All NFTs



IN-GAME REWARDS

All NFTs and tokens you receive can be traded. To support the market, we 

will allocate 30% of the game's profits.
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ROADMAP 

Phase 
 Creating an ugly websit
 Collect money from down
 Add liquidity pancakeswap butthea
 Block liquidity so that Butthead doesn 't 

buy himself a new ps5

Phase 
 Listing of the bitch coingek
 Listing of the bitch CM
 Release an ugly NFS collectio
 Enable marketing through Butthead jerk
 Some freak promises to make a game

Phase 3
 Guys buy a fucking token and you will be 

fucking rich



Ready to buy $RTTN?

#1 Installation
Download MetaMask and 
Trust Wallet.

#2 Buy BNB
Run TRUST WALLET then 
click buy.

#3 SWAP
Go to PancakeSwap to swap 
BNB to $Beavis.

#4 Hold
Now watch, $Beavis tokens 
grow.



EXCHANGES & PARTNERS OF $Beavis

POOCOIN

UNISWAP DEXT TOOLS

FAQ

Q: HOW MANY NFTS CAN I MINIMIZE FROM ONE WALLET?

A:  YOU CAN BUY UNLIMITED NFTS WITH ONE WALLET.

Q: WHERE CAN I FIND MY NFTS?

A:  YOU CAN SEE YOUR NFTS ON THE OPENSIA TRADING PLATFORM.

Q: WHAT DOES NFT GIVE ME?

A:  NFT GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
TOURNAMENT, THE MORE TOKENS YOU COLLECT, THE MORE PROFIT YOU 
GET BY SELLING $BEAVIS TOKEN ON THE EXCHANGE. ADDITIONALLY NFT 
BEAVIS OWNERS WILL RECEIVE PRIVILEGES IN COMPETITIONS AND PROJECT 
PRIZES.

Q: WILL THE GAME HAVE OWN TOKENS?

A:  At the moment we are planning to integrate our token into 
the game. ALL MECHANICS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED THROUGH NFT AND 
$BEAVIS TO INTERACT WITH THE GAME.



DENIAL OF RESPONSIBILITY:


The $BEAVIS TOKEN project, neither its contributors, nor its social channels, nor persons, and 
this document are not responsible for providing trading advice and do not contain any 
investment advice of any kind. In situations where decentralization is the main driver of the 
token, like other centralized methods, it is recommended that you consult a professional or legal 
advisor before purchasing or interacting with the $BEAVIS token. By purchasing $BEAVIS, you 
agree that the developers of the project do not bear any legal responsibility for any losses. The 
team will remain unscathed for any losses that may have occurred. The $BEAVIS token is also 
not a security and is not a claim per se. If you live in an area where you cannot legally own 
cryptocurrencies or do not allow trading in markets where $BEAVIS is registered, you must 
comply with these laws. All cryptocurrencies come with risks and you understand that these 
risks may apply to you when interacting with this token or any others.


